CHAPTER IV
IUJPOOT LAND-TENURES UNDER THE MOHUMMEDANS AND
THE MAHBATTAS
though victorious in the field, the Mohummedan invaders
had effected nothing towards the permanent conquest of
Goozerat until the tune of Allah-ood-deen Khiljy The inroads
of Kootb-ood-deen Eibuk produced little more sohd effect than
the expeditions of Mahmood of Ghuznee, and, but for the
demise of the first Solunkhee dynasty, the kingdom of TJnhil-
poor might still, perhaps, have resisted the arms of even the
now established empire of Delhi If the death of Bheem Dev II,
however, did not leave a vacant throne, the royal authority
was certainly, henceforth, either in abeyance 01 but feebly
wielded The kings, suffering, perhaps, under the defects of
an incomplete title, held even the crown-lands which they
possessed with no firmness of grasp, and allowed the outlying
territory to escape almost entirely from then control Then*
Puimai vassals, of Chundrawutee, were ovenun by the
Chohans, the conquered chiefs of Kutch resumed their inde-
pendence , the Ras of Soreth reasserted then* old supremacy
in that peninsula, and entertained followers, who soon became
as powerful as their lords The aboriginal tribes, taking
advantage of the feebleness of the throne, began again to raise
their heads The Mairs of Dhundhooka and the Sords of
Eedur exhibited the state of princes , the Bareeas of Gogo
and Peerum wielded all that remained of the naval power of
the longs of Unhilpoor, and, while the Kant Bheels pressed
upon the Ras of Soreth, their kindred ravaged the lands of
the W&ghelas themselves At this time, also, circumstances
forced into the country various foreign chiefs, who, gladly
received at first as vassals of the crown, became, in the end,
from their unquiet ambition, the sources of additional weak-
ness A Rather soon established a rival kingdom among the
mountains of Eedur, and a Jnala, acquiring possession of an

